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During the 1964-1965 academic year, Barbara Thompson was a graduate student studying and teaching at the University of Montreal. There, she was contributing to the creation of a new area of comparative Canadian-Quebec literatures. A rare Anglophone in the French milieu, she attracted the attention of Jack Zolov, a little known filmmaker with the National Film Board, and inspired him to make a film about the rise of Quebec nationalist youth culture using Barbara’s presence as his foil. The result was Mademoiselle Barbara, a 28-minute film released in 1965 made in a hybrid acted/observational style not uncommon at the Film Board in the early 1960s. The title, with its French form of polite address and English name, is supposed to reflect Barbara’s dual and contradictory position in Quebec society. Paradoxically its meaning is totally lost from the French version of the film, which is called Miss Barbara.

I first watched this film in the mid-90s when I was researching my doctoral dissertation on the policies and films of the National Film Board. I would order films from Queen’s university, which has a large NFB archive, and each week sit down to another pot-pourri of NFB shorts. Part way through this process, Barbara, who was my supervisor, mentioned with impeccable nonchalance that she had been the subject of an NFB film. The somewhat uncanny experience of watching this film of my supervisor as a very young woman, also confirmed for me what every student who works with Barbara must feel at one point or another: That to study Canadian culture with Barbara is to have the intimidating honour of working with someone who was there—involved in whichever cultural formation you are analyzing. I admit that, despite Barbara’s teachings about textual construction and against my own nascent theories of documentary signification, the film tempted me at times into a referential fallacy. However, Barbara recently reminded me that the film is “largely fiction,” so restrain yourselves from any such temptation.

In fact the film fits quite neatly into what Chantal Nadeau has identified as a gendered thematic in Quebecois nationalist cinema, something she has termed “Barbaras en Quebec.” Starting with Gilles Groulx’s 1964 classic Le Chat dans le sac, the figure of Barbara has become a longstanding image of the other, the stranger in Quebec. Yet these Barbaras may be read against the grain. As Nadeau notes, “Barbara’s chameleon performances become a rich site from which to look at the nation with a different eye.” In many ways I think the same ambiguities are present in this film offering multiple possible readings, although as far as I know no one has written about it. Unable to imagine writing about it myself at the time, I admit that I left the analysis of this particular “chameleon performance” out of my thesis. With this film, Zolov may have thought that he had found one more Barbara in Quebec. But, little did he know that he had found our Barbara. This is a rare opportunity to see Mademoiselle Barbara, so, enjoy. Bon cinéma!

